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I'm Chic 'n' Sexy. Armani, Prada, Diesel, Sean John - they've got nothing on me.
Wherever I go, trends follow and that's just the way it is. My style precludes
anything else I do, and that's what sets me apart from the crowd. I'm a chameleon
of sorts when it comes to being sexy. I am able to change my shade to match the
right mood, event, or setting. I'm so fashion forward that I can hang with the
sharpest people around. My style doesn't have to say "I'm hip, I know" because it's
so obvious the case. I am so sexy my shadow sets trends. I'm not just a mover and
shaker, my vibe sets the tone for how people move and shake.
My body is a work of art, and I'm damn proud of it! I exude body confidence. I pat
myself on the back because that's a rarity in today's world. I've managed to
overlook the pressure that society and the media impose on women. It is getting
more and more difficult for a woman to look in the mirror and think, "I'm hot
stuff", but I've successfully avoided falling prey to the body trap! My healthy body
image allows me to have my cake and eat it too! The thought of bathing suit season
makes me excited for summer, rather than nauseous in anticipation and I look in
the mirror without pinching and cringing. However, it's normal to be occasionally
self-critical, after all, it's natural for a woman to want to look her best.
Since style is practically my middle name, my ultimate automotive is the New
Beetle Sport. Like me, it's got all the upbeat energy possible in a little package, with
lots of round curves that are capable of just about anything. How's this for an
image - me and my honey cruising through town, listening to my favourite tunes
without a care in the world? Its stylish design means that it'll always keep me
looking good, but never too flashy so my sparkling personality shines through.
And just like me, it's a bit of a puzzle: I'm a classic who'll never go for the
conventional, so this car's in perfect sync with my image.
I admit it: I just love being spoiled. I appreciate every chivalrous gesture and
expensive trinket that's showered upon me. Gourmet dinners and nights at the
theatre are an absolute must - they're just a standard part of living a charmed life.
Witty and sophisticated, I always light up a room like an 8-carat diamond. I know
the hottest spots to eat and drink - and I never have to wait in line. Men keep
crawling back for more of my refined manner and Uptown Girl style. And why
not? Sure, I might be a smidgen high-maintenance at times, but just being around
me makes men feel like King for a Day. Cool grace and elegant charm give me the
upper hand at all times, which is just as it should be.

